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Glow Sch!l
Beauty
Balance
Vibrancy

Hey Glow Girl!
The goal of this first worksheet is to get some clarity. I want you to know exactly
what BEAUTY means to you. It is most probably 100% different from what your
mom thinks beauty is, from what your sister thinks beauty is, or from what I think
beauty is.
Same with the balance. You have your own unique way of feeling balanced and
vibrant, and in order to work towards more balance and vibrancy, you first need to
know what those situations are for YOU!
Make yourself a cup of tea (or a fresh juice!) and take your journal. Some questions
might take some time, so don’t stress yourself. You can also continue tomorrow,
because you do this only for yourself.

Beauty
1) What do you think BEAUTY means in our society today?

2) What does BEAUTY mean to you?

3) In what situations do you feel beautiful?

4) When do you think someone else (a friend, a stranger, a model etc.) is
beautiful?

5) Who makes you feel beautiful? And why?

6) Who makes you doubt about yourself? Who makes you feel ugly, not pretty…?

7) What do you currently like about your beauty (inside & out)?

8) What do you want to change about your beauty (inside & out)?

9) Why do you want to change this?

Balance
1) What does it mean to you to be balanced?

2) In what situations do you feel balanced?

3) With whom do you feel balanced?

4) Who makes you feel stressed out and nervous and brings you out of balance?
And why?

5) How do you feel, when you’re out of balance? Be as specific with your
emotions as possible.

6) Where do you feel it in your body, when you’re out of balance?

7) What activities make you feel balanced?

8) How often are you doing these activities now? (e.g. 1x a week, every day etc.)
Be HONEST here! It’s really about analyzing what is right now.

9) How often would you like to do these activities? Answer this question without
thinking with your conscious mind, without analyzing if it’s even possible with
your current schedule. I just want you to find out how often you (your heart
and body!) would like to get these activities in, in order to feel balanced.

10) How are you making this happen? Map out all the action steps you need to
take to make these activities a priority for you (e.g. sign up to the gym, buy a
book, schedule in time, talk to a friend to keep you accountable etc.)
NEXT WEEK, I WANT TO DO THIS TO FEEL BALANCED:

NEXT MONTH, I WANT TO DO THIS TO FEEL BALANCED:

Make sure you also add WHEN you will do this! Because in order to do
something new, it requires some ACTION and a timeline!

Vibrancy
1) In what situations do you feel VIBRANT?

2) Who is around you, when you’re fully energized and happy?

3) Who is pulling you down, when you’re up and fully vibrant? And why?

4) What activities make you feel vibrant, and how often are you doing them right
now?

1) What came up during this exercise? How are you FEELING right now? Where
in your body are you feeling something (maybe in your chest, in your head, in
your throat…)? It’s time to do some free flow journaling. Just write down
anything that’s on your mind without overthinking it:

2) Where do you feel you’re struggling and could use some help?

Thank yourself for taking this time to reflect. This is BIG, girl! The better you know
yourself, and the more time you spend consciously thinking about your life, the
more vibrant and fulfilling you can make it! YOU are the creator of your life, so
take advantage of it, and enjoy the process!
LOVE & BEAUTY,
Martina

